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Touring Information

Yan Wang Preston: Mother River

Y1: 江源
The River Source

Mother River is a photographic odyssey that is
remarkable both for its pictures and its story.
Over a period of four years, Yan Preston
documented the entire Yangtze River, often
known as China’s Mother River. The epic project
follows a simple premise: to photograph the
6,211km route of the river, using a strict ‘point
system’ to photograph at precisely every 100
kilometres.
The result is an insightful look at the whole inner
life of China, ranging from the high Tibetan
Plateau through the Three Gorges and finally
reaching Shanghai.

Mother River was selected for The British
Council’s China Cultural Exchange Programme
2015, touring to major museums in China and
exhibited at Shanghai Photo, September 2015.
Elements of Mother River were exhibited at
SWATCH Faces, Venice Biennale, 2015.
After successful showings at Gallery of
Photography, Ireland and Impressions Gallery,
Bradford, Mother River is now available to touring
venues for a hire fee of £5,000+VAT.
For further details, contact Anne McNeill, Director
at annemcneill@impressions-gallery.com or call
01274 737843.

About Mother River

‘Yan Wang Preston’s pictures of the Yangtze River
will stop you in your tracks. This is a photographic
odyssey that is remarkable for the pictures and
remarkable as a story. This young and fearless
woman set off to make a pictorial record of the
entire Mother River, stopping every 100km to take
a picture on her large plate camera. The result is
an astonishing look at the whole inner life of China,
composed and shot with great skill and ingenuity in
often the most adverse conditions. Four years later,
this wondrous series of pictures is an exhibition that
enthrals and educates. A work of genius and an eyeopening experience.’
Zelda Cheatle

Yan Preston on location in China using a largeformat field camera

Over a period of four years, Yan Wang Preston
documented the entire Yangtze River, often known
as China’s Mother River. The epic project follows a
simple premise: to photograph the 6,211km route of
the river, using a strict ‘point system’ to photograph
at precisely every 100 kilometres.

Meanwhile, Preston, the photographer-artistexplorer had to face the intellectual challenges
embedded in the rigid ‘point system’ she had
adopted. What should she photograph at the
pre- determined locations that offered such varied
topography?

To realise her ambitious project, Preston made nine
field trips between 2010 and 2014. Photographing
the 6,211 kilometres of the Yangtze River at intervals
of 100 kilometres, she had to find and photograph
sixty-three locations in incredibly diverse and often
remote terrain.

For Chinese-born Yan Wang Preston, Mother River
is in part an epic pilgrimage to her native country:
an exhaustive exploration of a powerful symbol
that reconnects her with the ancestral homeland.
Closely associated with Chinese traditional paintings
and an icon of the national landscape, the Yangtze
represents the folklore of traditional China.

Since the river source is 5,400 metres above sea
level in the Tibetan Plateau, and half of its length
flows through some of the most majestic mountains
on the Earth, Mother River is on one level a modernday adventure. Nature provided many potential
hazards, such as high-altitude sickness, floods,
sandstorms, earthquakes, and mudslides.
Technical challenges were presented by the large
plate camera (the kind used by nineteenth century
explorers) that Preston employed. Producing an
8x10” negative, the plate camera offers images
with astonishing detail and resolution, but is
cumbersome and complex to use on location.

However, with over 30 hydroelectric dams on its
course, the river is synonymous with China’s rapid
industrialisation. The result is an insightful look at
the whole inner life of China, ranging from the high
Tibetan Plateau through the Three Gorges and
finally reaching Shanghai.
Preston’s combination of ‘scientific sampling’ fused
with the language of landscape pictorial tradition
raises questions about the politics of geography,
visual representation, and national myths.

Y7: 距江源600公里
600km from the river source

Y11: 距江源1000公里
1,000km from the river source

Y18: 距江源1700公里
1,700km from the river source

Y21: 距江源2000公里
2,000km from the river source

Y24: 距江源2300公里
2,300km from the river source

Y25: 距江源2400公里
2,400km from the river source

Y32: 距江源3100公里
3,100km from the river source

Y40: 距江源3900公里
3,900km from the river source

Y61: 距江源6000公里
6,000km from the river source

Y63: 距江源6200公里。长江入海口。
6,200km from the river source.
The River Mouth.

River Stories

Commissioned by Impressions Gallery River
Stories is a series of 12 one minute digital films
that unveil unseen aspects of Yan’s Mother River
project, such as the unpredictable physical
expeditions, artistic struggles and first-hand
stories of life in modern China across diverse
geographical terrains.
Designed to be viewed on both social media
channels, or within a gallery context (on a
monitor, or projected).

About Yan Wang Preston

Award-winning Yan Wang Preston was born in
Hennan Province, China, in 1976. She originally
trained as a doctor in Shanghai and moved to
the UK in 2005, gained her MA in Photography
at Leeds Metropolitan University and completed
her PhD in Photography at the Visual Arts
Research Centre, Plymouth University.
Mother River was exhibited at Gallery of
Photography Ireland and Impressions Gallery
in 2017, and toured to Kaunas Photo Festival in
Lithuania. In 2015 Mother River was selected as
part of the Britain-China Culture Exchange and
exhibited at Three Gorges Museum, Chongqing;
Wuhan Art Museum; and The Swatch Art Peace
Museum Hotel, Shanghai.
Elements of the exhibition were exhibited at
SWATCH Faces, Venice Biennale 2015. Selected
group exhibitions include Family of No Man,
Recontres d’Arles Photo Festival, France and
Forest at the Three Shadows Photography Art
Centre, Beijing and Xiamen.

In 2017 her work Forest was awarded first prize
in the prestigious global Syngenta Photography
award, resulting in a book of the same name,
published by Hatje Canz.
Most recently, Yan Wang Preston was selected
by Thomas Dukes, Curator at Open Eye Gallery,
Liverpool, for the prestigious international
exhibition Peer to Peer. Forming the centrepiece
of LOOK Photo Biennial 2019, Peer to Peer
brought together 14 artists, selected by 14
curators from across the UK and China. The
exhibition was shown in Open Eye Gallery and
St. George’s Hall, Liverpool, as well as Shanghai
Centre of Photography. In spring 2020, her work
was exhibited at Fotofest International Festival
of Photography in Houston, Texas, as part of Ten
by Ten: Ten Reviewers Select Ten Portfolios from
the Meeting Place.
www.yanwangpreston.com

Exhibition content

Artworks
•

63 digital archival colour photographs
(representing 63 locations, two of which are
diptychs) presented as drymounted prints,
unglazed, in bespoke white frames in two
sizes:
59 prints at 46 x 57cm
4 prints at 110 x 89 cm

•

Large artist-made map of China showing
Mother River shooting plan presented on a
large paper roll with map area, handpainted
river and map pins, 92 x 104 cm in size - to be
displayed across large table surface.

•

River Stories, 12 one-minute Artist Films,
to be shown as part of the exhibition
(projection or screen); as a one-off
screening; on a public realm big screen; or
via social media.

Additional visual material
Optional display of artefacts and ephemera from
Yan Preston’s journeys to be shown in vitrine(s).
Interpretation
•
•

•
•

Captions provided for each image
Artwork for introduction panel and
information sheet (venue to produce in their
preferred format to suit their space)
Artist information folder, artist questionnaire,
and links to further resources
Gallery trail for 5 to 12 year-olds (venue to
adapt to their own context)

Education
Preston is an articulate speaker with excellent
English who can deliver artist talks and
participate in education programmes (by direct
negotiation with venue).

Publication
A full colour 160pp hardback publication with 71
illustrations, Mother River, is published by Hatje
Cantz (October 2018), available directly from the
artist.
Marketing
•
•

Text for venue to produce press release
Six hi-res press images

Space required
Approximately 80 linear metres; minimum
47 linear metres. We can help advise on
adapting the show to suit your space.

Exhibition Installation at Impressions Gallery

Exhibition Installation at Impressions Gallery

Visitor Comments
“Everytime I look I see something different
that impresses me. It’s a great exhibition and
an amazing achievement.”

“An ambitious and epic photographic
journey revealing the Mother River as force
of nature and source of development”.

“Spectacular and sensitive piece of work, an
honest invitation to your homeland.”

“Large-format images capture the
landscape and human-made impressions
in impressive detail and scale. An inspired
work.”

What the hire fee covers

The hire fee of £5,000+VAT includes the
following:

Touring venues to cover the following:

•

Loan of exhibition and all artworks as detailed
in Exhibition Content, for up to 12 weeks at
your venue, plus additional time for installation
and take-down, up to 14 weeks in total.

•

Two-way transport of the exhibition and
insurance in transit and in situ.

•

Exhibition installation.

•

Artist exhibition fee to Yan Preston.

•

•

Digital copies of exhibition interpretation to
use and reproduce, including information
sheets, exhibition guides, and family activities.

Fabrication of interpretation, such as wall
vinyls and info sheets.

•

Audiovisual equipment to show River Stories
(if required).

•

River Stories series of 12 one-minute films to
be projected, screened, or shared via social
media.

•

Travel and accomodation for curator to attend
the exhibition installation.

•

Exhibition launch (if applicable) and costs for
artist and curator to attend from within the
UK.

•

Your education and learning programme, and
any engagement activities involving the artist
and/or curator (if applicable).

•

Press and marketing campaign.

•

Media pack with six high resolution rightscleared digital images and press release
content for your own press campaign.

•

Support from the curator and Impressions’
team, with advice on curatorial and technical
matters to help you plan the exhibition.

•

Support from Impressions’ Learning Manager
to advise on creative workshop ideas.

•

Project management by Impressions Gallery
throughout.

About Impressions Gallery
Impressions Gallery is a charity that helps people
understand the world through photography and
acts as an agent for change.
Based in Bradford, Impressions Gallery works
internationally to bring the best of contemporary
photography to wide and culturally diverse
audiences. Since opening in 1972, as one of
the first photography galleries in Europe, we
have been at the forefront of photographic
practice, making us an influential UK venue for
photography.
We support ground-breaking, new and midcareer artists to resource and develop artistic
talent through world class, confident exhibitions
that explore timely and relevant issues in society,
identity, and politics.
Impressions Gallery is funded by Arts Council
England as a National Portfolio Organisation and
supported by Bradford Metropolitan District
Council.

About Gallery of Photography
Ireland
Since its inception in 1978 the Gallery of
Photography is Ireland’s national centre for
contemporary photography.
Located in an award-winning building in Temple
Bar, the cultural quarter of Dublin, the Gallery
has exhibited many of the leading names in
photography and provides an important platform
for emerging artists from Ireland and abroad. In
addition to exhibitions, the gallery also provides
photography courses, a specialist photography
bookshop, studio / darkroom facilities, and stateof-the-art digital production facilities for use by
independent photographers.
The Gallery, which is non-profit making, is funded by
the Arts Council and Dublin City Council, and also
welcomes donations, sponsorship and support from
members to help fund its activities.
www.galleryofphotography.ie

Contact
Anne McNeill, Director
Impressions Gallery, Centenary Square
Bradford, BD1 1SD
telephone: 01274 737843
email: annemcneill@impressions-gallery.com

Registered Charity No.503238.

Mother River has been supported by Arts Council
England; Shanyan Township Government, Sichuan
Province; Beijing Orthopaedic Hospital; Swatch;
Blackpool & Fylde College and Plymouth University.
River Stories has been supported by Arts Council
England.

